
News

RSA Academies has closed its activities with effect from from 31 March 2022, when its Memorandum of  Understanding with the RSA, the royal society of  arts, manufactures and

commence, expired.

Since its establishment in 2011, RSA Academies supported the development of  a distinctive RSA character for its schools, especially through the three Commitments – Arts, Culture and

Creativity; World beyond School; and Wellbeing and Mental Health. RSA Academies also developed a partnership framework for articulating a positive school ethos based on the RSA’s

vision and values. Much good work has been completed with the RSA schools and is celebrated.

RSA Academies has worked closely with colleagues at the RSA to devise plans for a larger network of  schools that will be closely aligned to the RSA’s education programme.

Background

RSA Academies was founded by the RSA to sponsor schools. We sponsor individual schools and a multi-academy trust, for pupils aged 3-19, to provide an inspirational and creative

education. Our schools are located in the West Midlands and also work together as the RSA Academies’ Teaching School Alliance.

The RSA is committed to a future that works for everyone.  A future where we can all participate in its creation. The RSA has been at the forefront of  signicant social impact for over 260

years. The RSA’s proven change process, rigorous research, innovative ideas platforms and diverse global community of  over 30,000 problem-solvers deliver solutions for lasting change.
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Latest

Contemporary Art Space Project Year

2 update

Introducing ‘Delight in the Sky’ Defying all the challenges of

Covid-19 and the necessary restrictions it created for everyone

in our daily lives, we have (more or less) pulled off Year 2! So

what a true delight it is to introduce you to ‘Delight in the Sky’

by Haseebah

Posted by Georgina Chateld

July 30, 2021

Epic Steps ‘Conferences for Children’

Over the past week, we’ve gathered over 300 Year 5 pupils for

an ‘epic’ series of Conferences for Children led by Epic Steps

CIC.    Classes from Ipsley CE RSA Academy, Churchill Middle

School RSA Academy, Sutton Park RSA Academy, and Oldbury

Park RSA Academy came together for our

Posted by Hannah Breeze

June 24, 2021

Call for artists: Artsfest 2021

Call for: An artist/s or arts organisation specialising in any

artform to co-design and deliver Artsfest, a one-day event for 7

schools based in the West Midlands Submission deadline: 5pm,

Thursday 22 April The fee, inclusive of materials, is up to £5000

+ VAT. Artsfest Artsfest is a one-day

Posted by Georgina Chateld

March 31, 2021
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